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Puja For Well — Children's Day — Dutch at LSS
Sub-title if Necessary

Three members of the Dutch Foundation
Benares School Fund visited LSS. They
talked about the wellbeing of our
(sponsored) students, the renovations, the
activities at the new plot and the financial
situation. The fund also sponsoring the
children at the Ashray and Jeevan school.
On 28 of November there was a meeting of
the staffs of these schools, about how to
improve the teaching quality, and how to
deal with the specific problems of students
from underprivileged families. It was a very
fruitful meeting, which ended with a very
nice dinner.

Children’s day 13th: competition’s day
The two days celebration of children’s day
began with a variety of competitions. Fancy
dress competition, intricate artworks and fun
music created a sense of excitement amongst
everyone. A knowledgeable jury was very seriously judging the different performances. The
day started with the Kinder-Garten costume
parade: Gandhi, Vegetable, fruits, and tea sellers, Miss India, and crazy man, show casted the
creativity of the children. Class 9 and 10 demonstrated their artistic flare through painting
henna on egger volunteers. To bring the day to
a bouncy ending the classes 1 to 4 showed their
Bollywood dancing skills in a dance off!

www.littlestarsschool.org
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Construction Update
The well is ready. A boundary is the next project. We now have more specifications of our
new building. We are still in discussions about
the basement. We need the space but a basement is no classroom and it is expensive. On
the new plot we will have 13 classrooms of 5 x
8 meters and a study center with 15 computers
and a library of 10 x 8 meters. The school will
have as much plants and trees as possible. It will
not only be a study oases but also a green oases.

Half term exams
Fund Raising For LSS

Eleanor was volunteering here for 6 month.
Here was see her, with her father and friend
Molly, very successfully raising money for LSS.
We thank them very, very much.

Half term exams
On the 16th of November our students experienced a tough period over half term exams.
More than 20,000 exam copies were made,
extra tuition for hostel girls, and rigorous checks
at the door for cheaters. Everyone is now eagerly awaiting their results.

